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Kali Linux
Desktop

Streaming containerized apps and
desktops to end-users. The Work¬
spaces platform provides enter¬

prise-class orchestration, data loss
prevention, and web streaming
technology to enable the delivery
of containerized workloads to your
)rowser.
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Desktop

Desktop as a
Service

Cloud Workspaces provide users
with a consistent and secure com¬
puting experience, regardless of
their location.

Cyber Threat
Research

OSINT collection in disposable
workspaces to safely investigate
threats and collect data without
putting your own systems at risk.

Training and
Collaboration

Collaborative development/work en¬
vironments provide a convenient and
secure way for students to learn in a
fully configured environment.

Security and
Privacy

Add a layer of security and privacy
to your online hygiene by relegat¬
ing risky clicks to disposable
browser containers. This can help
to protect you from malware,
phishing attacks, and other online threats.

Bastion host for web-native
remote access into your lab with¬
out a VPN or software agent, from
any device, from anywhere in the
world.

Web Isolation and
Data Loss Prevention

Provide internet access to users in
sensitive environments that protect
your private data by restricting up-
load/clipboard so that your informa¬
tion is secured.
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The Next Generation
Zero-Trust Solution
Organizations of all sizes and sophistica¬
tion fall victim to malware and ransom¬
ware attacks at an alarming rate. Even
with a robust security strategy, it has
become clear that current methods of
protection such as user education and
detetion-based technology are not
anough.

Zero-Trust Isolation
Kasm moves the attack vector outside of the enterprise adding the ultimate layer of defense. Users access an on demand,
remote browser running in a secure sandbox from within their system’s native browser. Website code and content are
safely rendered inside the remote browser and transmitted back to the user. Kasm secures the enterprise by creating a
“chasm” between the user and web threats.
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Enterprise Scaling
Kasm uses our Containerized Desktop Infrastructure (GDI) technolo¬
gy to create work environments that are easy to setup/maintain, but
also scale to meet even the most complex enterprise requirements.
Kasm provides a cost-effective and modern DevOps-enabled ap¬
proach to traditional Virtualized Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) or
Desktop as a Service (DaaS) environments.

Simplified
The Workspaces environment is fast and simple to deploy, since
users stream desktop, browser, and applications directly to their web
browser, without needing an agent or application install. Your
Remote Workspaces are customized with your applications, configu¬
rations, and security controls, providing your workforce with the re¬
sources they need, while still maintaining the same control as if they
were in the office.
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Kasm Technologies is a privately held small business led by a
team of offensive/defensive cybersecurity engineers experi¬
enced in developing web-native remote work platforms.
Their innovative products empower organizations to em¬
brace the flexibility of the digital era while ensuring robust
security and efficient operations.
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